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Abstract
The article presents the results of the analysis of long-term regime observations of
change in the concentrations of groundwater of Uzbekistan and adjacent territories. Based on
these observations, the main factors affecting the changes of the quantitative content of helium.
The results of the evaluation of the characteristics of the changes and distribution of helium in
groundwater. The change of helium concentration in groundwater significantly influence the
deformation and hydro-geodynamic and tectonic conditions. Described and quantified four
factors with different concentrations of helium. They allow to correctly assess the variation of
helium associated with seismic events.
Key words: groundwater, hydrogeoseismology, precursors, earthquakes, helium,
concentration, migration, regime observations, gas-chemical parameters.
The noble gas - helium of the Earth has a different origin. One part of it was brought by
protoplanetary matter, from which the planets of the solar system were formed, and the Earth, in
particular, is the primary gas. Their isotopic composition was formed during nucleosynthesis
millions and billions of years before the formation of the solar system. The origin of the other
part of the noble gases is associated with the decay of natural radioactive elements - this
radiogenic isotopes. They are formed both directly during the decay of radioactive and secondary
nuclear reactions induced by their radiation during the entire time the Earth exists as a planet.
The influence of nuclear processes on the prevalence of noble gas on Earth is
exceptionally great. The entire amount of terrestrial helium is associated with the radioactivity of
potassium, uranium and thorium. This is due to the very low content of primary noble gases in
the Earth’s material - the lowest among its constituent chemical elements. Such a shortage of
noble gases in the material of the solar system arose at the earliest stages of its development.
An equally important property of helium is chemical inertness, due to which their
geochemical features are studied by simple physical methods. In addition to the fact that noble
gas - helium makes it possible to study nuclear processes on the Earth and measure the isotopic
age of rocks, it serves as a sensitive indicator of the redistribution of radioactive elements in the
process of differentiation of the Earth. Consequently, noble helium can be used to study how no
elements allow one to study the process of degassing the Earth, starting from the earliest stages
of its existence.
The sixties of the last century at the origins of the study of the spatial distribution of
helium were such scientists as V.P. Yakutseni, I.N. Yanitsky and V.I. Bashorin. The results of
these studies were a separate section of geological surveys - helium surveys that determine
hydrocarbon deposits, tectonic fault zones and during monitoring observations of nuclear power
plants and hydraulic structures. The pulsating nature of helium migration, associated with
tectonic activation, contributed to the study of helium concentration by regime observations in
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Central Asia [1,2]. It is one of the topical and priority areas of research on the problem of
earthquake prediction. In the field of earthquake forecasting, helium is one of the informative
hydrogeo - seismological precursors of earthquakes, and the study of the main factors affecting
the change in helium concentration in groundwater in Uzbekistan is an urgent problem.
A great contribution to the development of the methodology of such studies was made by
scientists of Uzbekistan [2-7].
Determination of the concentration of helium concentration includes: well testing;
laboratory and field measurements of the helium content in free gas; water and comparing the
data with geological and tectonic conditions. Our studies to determine the relative concentration
of helium concentration in water points were carried out by the gas chromatographic method and
the absolute value of helium was determined using the INGEM-1 device (magnetically discharge
helium indicator).
Considering variations in the concentration of helium in groundwater, we did not find
changes due to earth tides, diurnal and longer periodic changes.
Comparing and analyzing the values of the concentration of helium, its uneven
distribution was revealed, both in area and in a vertical section of the study area. This is mainly
due to the tectonic situation and hydrogeological conditions of the study area [3-4].
According to available materials, the helium concentration varies widely from 0.06-1.6
vol.% Or 0.00002-0.35 ml / l both in the groundwater supply areas and in submerged parts of the
territory.
Based on the foregoing, in each considered water point with its geological, lithological
and tectonic conditions, four different factors were determined that determine the concentration
of helium in groundwater (Table 1). These are the factors:
A - the proximity of sources of α-radiation (granites and massifs of intrusions) and the
presence of stable Paleozoic rocks. This factor includes water points in the Havotag region, highmountain springs Arashan bulak, Sassykul and the spring Kirk-kiz.
The underground waters of the Havotag wells are located in the southern part of the
Pristashkent artesian basin. At depths of 1800-2100m, fissure-karst pressure and thermal waters
(46-520С) were discovered in Paleozoic sediments. Helium concentration in the range 1.1-1.6
vol.%, 0.016-0.022 ml / l. Alpine clan. Arashanbulak, Sassykul and the clan. Kirk Keys is
represented by Paleozoic sediments, with water temperatures from 12 to 160C. The helium
concentration is 0.02-0.047 vol.% Or 0.002-0.0.003 ml / l. A similar value of the helium
concentration in the above water points is associated, firstly, with natural radioactive decay, i.e.
the more α-radiation in the rocks, the more helium is generated; secondly, when evaluating the
enrichment of groundwater with helium, not only the radioactivity of water-bearing rocks, but
also underlying sediments is taken into account. In lithology, these conditions are most
characteristic of ancient carbonate-granite, volcanic-granodiorite and intrusive rocks, in
connection with which it becomes clear that the main background volumes of helium
concentration are associated with ancient deposits.
B - the process of cracking of water-bearing rocks and the migration of gases from deeper
layers according to existing discontinuous violations, i.e. on tectonic faults. Well points are
assigned to this factor. Fazylov, Ulugbek, Gazli and Dzhengeldy with a depth of groundwater
220-300m and 1600-2300m. The host rocks are sand, sandstones with interbeds of clay.
Sandstones on calcareous cement, lenses of sandy limestone with interbeds of clay, igneous
rocks. Similarly to situations, a helium concentration of 0.018 - 0.1 vol.%, Less often 1.8 vol.%
Or 0.0084-0.025 ml / l, rarely 0.35 ml / l, and a temperature in the range of 22-420С are
characteristic.
As is known, the mechanism of manifestation of the background values of helium
depends on the water-bearing rocks themselves, on their deformation or fracture, as well as on
the presence of buried tectonic faults. Under such conditions, it is assumed that helium migration
is determined mainly by transport and diffusion processes.
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V - the process of accumulation of helium in stagnant zones. A distinctive feature of this
factor is that the test aquifer itself is at a depth of at least 1300 m, where optimal conditions for
helium accumulation are created in a limited part of the sedimentary cover. These are areas
covered by clays and clay-marl deposits. Here, water-bearing rocks occur in the form of
anticlinal "traps". Below are the pre-Paleozoic and Paleozoic deposits, contributing to the
accumulation of helium. Similar conditions are most common in water points: Yangiyul, Zangiota, Galaba, IOBK (Institute of Vegetable-Gourds), A. Yassaviy and Tekstil located in the flat
part of the study area. These water points have a helium concentration in the range 0.06-0.32
vol.% Or 0.002-0.006 ml / l, water temperature 44-650C.[14,15]
G - zones of active water exchange, characterized by low values of helium concentration.
Significant influence on the accumulation and distribution of helium is exerted by the features of
geomorphological and hydrogeological conditions for the location of water points. These include
water wells. Chimgansay and springs Chinar, Khojikent, Teskaribulak, Humsan and clan.
Nurata. Here there are optimal conditions for the dissipation of helium into the atmosphere.[710]
In other words, filtration paths are placed along which the movement of helium dissolved
in groundwater occurs. In the zone of intense.
Table. 1.
The influence of the main factors on the concentration of helium in the
underground waters of Uzbekistan and adjacent territories.
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Congestion processes
Not in stagnant areas.
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water exchange, there is no accumulation of helium concentration, but there is a
migration of helium through structural tectonic disturbances. In this connection, the helium
concentrations in the underground waters of the studied water points are significantly low and
amount to 0.00002-0.00008 ml / l and 0.05-0.15 vol.%.[11-13]
If we trace the change in the helium content (Fig. 1), then, on the whole, at first
glance, there is a fuzzy, but smooth decrease in horizontal stretching from the feeding areas to
the side of formation subsidence.

Fig. 1. Graph of helium concentration versus hydrogeological and
tectonic factors. 1 - helium in vol /%, 2 - helium ml / l.
In general, the helium content in terms of the integrity of hydrogeological and tectonic
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conditions in non-disturbed structures is high, i.e. has maximum value in the zones of difficult
and most difficult water exchange. The minimum value is in the zone of active water
exchange.[15-17]
In conclusion, we can note:
- in the present work, for the first time, an attempt was made to group hydrogeological
and tectonic conditions for the isolation of four factors with different values of helium
concentration and a gradual increase in the helium concentration in horizontal strike was
revealed, from the feeding areas to the side of formation subsidence;
- the identified factors will correctly assess the helium variations associated with seismic
events. These important issues for hydrogeoseismology will be the subject of our further
research.
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